
 

Blackbird by Jeff Copeland

Jeff Copeland's Blackbird is the quickest, cleanest way to hold-out and produce
coins at will. It is the magician's new, ultimate, spy tool that secretly places a coin
directly in your palm, on demand. The user can calmly and reliably get extra
coins into play with minimal effort and expert timing. At your pace, easily unlock,
deploy, and deliver. Simply put, Blackbird delivers coins on demand. It's a sexy,
undercover device that gives the user confidence and power to control the
production of coins. Building on classic principles of magic, Blackbird reinvents
the game on how coins come into play.

Blackbird is a bold new gimmick like nothing else on the market. It empowers you
with confidence of years of practiced sleight of hand when coins simply appear
without reaching into a pocket, making body steals, or moving hands out of the
spectator's view. Easy to operate, Blackbird is at the command of the magician
as seen in the demonstration trailer.

Blackbird provides freedom. No longer is there a rush to produce coins, because
your coins are secretly and securely hidden until needed. Blackbird was designed
to complement the natural movements in many coin routines, so the operation is
quick & easy to learn. No ditches. No pockets. With Blackbird, there is no extra
prop, clip, string or "sticky stuff" to ditch after production. Blackbird delivers the
magician's coins without the need for unpractical performance angles or ever
putting hands out of view. It is a true empowerment to classic magic.

Resetting a coin takes 5 seconds. Because of the unique front loading feature,
the magician never needs to roll up the sleeve making it ideal for reset between
tables in a strolling environment.

Each purchase comes with two sleek, ergonomic Blackbird units (for right and left
arm), with armbands (adaptable to almost all body types), and adaptor inserts for
smaller coins. Blackbird is designed to specifically be used with coins that are US
Dollar and US Half Dollar sized, however will accept the most common coin
denominations from around the world. The online instruction video teaches
several hacks to experiment with coins that are slightly different sizes and
thicknesses.

Over 3+ hours of detailed, online video instruction by Jeff Copeland teaching 6
fantastic routines to get you started. Also comes with a printable PDF
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troubleshooting guide as well as teaching on all the handling, care, maintenance
and ideas how to perfect your current coin routines.

- Stealthy & quiet
- Left and right models included
- Light & durable
- Accepts most all currency coins (same size or larger than US quarter)
- Easy to learn
- Easy to use
- Seconds to reset
- Works in your existing routines 
- Comes with six routines from beginner to advanced 
- Over 3+ hours of online video instructions 

INCLUDED IN THE BOX
- 2 (Left and Right) Blackbirds units
- 2 Small coin adapter inserts
- 2 Expandable Velcro Armbands
- All-Access Password to Online Video Instructions and Routines

The Blackbird is the quickest, stealthiest way to produce a coin, EVER.

"Where has this been all my life? Coin magic can shatter the glass ceiling with a
utility device like BlackBird!"
- Eric Jones

"I'm giddy over these! Blackbird opens doors to techniques and methods in an
area that's pretty limited."
- Brandon Wolf

"Quality, efficiency, confidence. I will use this to secretly organize my props in
and outside of my performances. Thank you!"
Garrett Thomas

"You have changed the game. You have taken the fear out of sleeving."
- Justin Miller creator of Silver Dream
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